
WESUSTAIN >> SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR  PROFESSIONAL CSR MANAGEMENT << 
 

See WeSupply and our other ESM software modules in action with a non-binding live demo!

Supply chain in focus
Reliable and structured supply chain management concerning aspects of 
sustainability, risk management and reputational preservation is of growing 
significance for companies. Conformity with standards relating to human 
rights and working conditions at subcontractors play a significant role in 
customers’ codes of conduct, and are crucial for a company’s reputation. 
Stakeholders are no longer just assessing their own company’s performan-
ce, but also consider responsible dealings with suppliers and
the application of international standards.

Shaping supplier relationships with long-term vision
WeSustain supports the selection, evaluation and development of sup-
pliers through its WeSupply software module. Flexibly-structured questi-
onnaires can be sent directly from the software to the relevant suppliers. 
These questionnaires contain a link and password to provide limited 
access to the software, which enables external participants to enter the 
required data and information. The information gathered is automatically 
checked for plausibility and completeness, and is collected centrally. The 
status and progress of a supplier query is now clearly shown at all times. 
The data can also be used and administrated for a standardized supplier 
analysis. Moreover, scoring options enable a reliable evaluation and risk 
assessment of suppliers.

As not all suppliers can access a web browser at all times, it is also possible 
to complete the questionnaires offline using WeApp. The data thereby 
acquired is automatically exported into the software.

Responsible CSR management goes beyond your company boundaries. 
WeSupply helps to investigate and evaluate suppliers in a structured 
manner - for increased transparency and active risk management in 
your supply chain.
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Example of a customer application: 

WeSustain software for the “Partnership for 
Sustainable Textiles”, under the direction of the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development. 
 

More than 180 companies from the textile industry teamed up to improve 
the employment conditions at suppliers in developing countries.
 

Based on an evaluation formula, self-disclosure from the suppliers and
on-site audits, a structured supplier evaluation is conducted. The derived 
improvement measures can be displayed in “road maps”. These include 
one-off measures by the supplier, such as training or construction measu-
res, but also structural measures to optimize the supplier portfolio.

WeApp: mobile application for stakeholder communication

>> INSPECT AND SHAPE THE ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN

>> SELECT, EVALUATE AND MANAGE SUPPLIERS

>> FLEXIBLE QUESTIONNAIRES FOR STRUCTURED DATA COLLECTION

>> DIRECTLY COLLABORATE WITH SUPPLIERS

>> RELIABLE EVALUATIONS AND RISK ASSESSMENTS


